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‘Make it a good day’ was a catchphrase of the Prep School’s
founding Headmaster Tony Duncan. I like that. It’s positive,
‘growth mindset’- as we say here- and reminds us of our
individual responsibility to seize each day and make the very best
of it. Once again our Prep School Charity Day is upon us and we
are determined to make it a good one. The children are running
their Super Sponsored Steeplechase around the school field in the
morning; there’ll be stalls and activities, run by staff and children,
for all to enjoy in the afternoon. Our record for fundraising on
Charity Day is £10,000 and it would be great if we could get close
to that again. Last week our school council members saw firsthand the amazing work done by the Chigwell Riding Trust for
Special Needs which is one of the charities we are supporting this
year. It was wonderful to see our Bancroft’s children interact with
others, some of whom had quite profound physical and mental
disabilities. We won’t forget the smiles on their faces when they
were riding round the training ring and experiencing the pride
and sheer enjoyment they derive from being able to ride a horse.
Tony Duncan was big on charitable fundraising and saw it as a
crucial part of children’s educational experience. Even though he
was desperately ill, he raised more than £14,000 for cancer
charities by completing the Adelaide City Bay Run last year shortly
before his death. One of our School aims is, “To help our children
recognise their privileges and advantages; to engender in them a
sense of compassion for others who are less fortunate; to help
them think of practical ways in which they can make the wider
world a better place.” As Tony would have said of our Charity
Day, ‘make it a good day’.

MUSIC AND MUNCH
On Friday 11th May, proud parents were lucky to enjoy the
penultimate Music and Munch concert of the school year.
Children often ask, “why munch?” The idea was conceived to
allow parents to bring a sandwich or a snack while they listened
to lovely music. The concept having an informal air to it. Whilst
not many of our parents munch away, the informality tag is
appropriate and drinks and biscuits are provided. This concert
was no exception, with a programme of brief but rich variety;
fifteen solos in total. These ranged from Ciaràn Farnan, so
promising on the oboe to Matthew Christaki, already fleshing out
his talent on the saxophone playing a foxtrot. In between, there
were some beginner solos on piano provided by the ever faithful
Ms Tarrant and two very promising cello solos hosted by Mrs
Raw. Clara Redeker, with her teacher, Mr Spence, possibly stole
the show with a foot tapping ‘When The Saints’. The Music and
Munch season will have concluded on 8th June with nearly 150
children having taken part this year. Well done to all.
Adam Baum
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OUTWARD BOUND

Outward Bound describe their approach as, ‘high adventure,
high learning,’ and the Prep 2s certainly experienced this during
our recent week away at the Aberdovey Centre on the edge of
the stunning Snowdonia National Park. The children were
challenged to go beyond their comfort zones, which resulted in
some anxious moments, but the results were enormously
rewarding. James from 2AA commented, ‘It was a challenge
learning how to be ‘comfortable’ outside my comfort zone!’
From the first activity, ‘jog and dip,’ which involved running
down to the estuary and being fully submerged in the refreshing
north Wales water, to an epic hiking expedition and spending
the night in a remote mountain cabin, the children returned with
new definitions of teamwork, determination and resilience.
Other activities included scrambling and rock climbing at
Barmouth Slabs, gorge walking, canoeing the spectacular Dovey
estuary, powerboating and jetty jumping. Alongside the
adrenaline there was a strong environmental theme to our week
through the John Muir award and the children learnt a lot about
conservation, local nature and the impact of plastic on our
oceans. We were generally lucky with the weather and the
children returned home exhausted, but happy, and with a
greater appreciation of the beautiful British countryside. Above
all the children enjoyed the independence of being away and
building friendships that will last into the senior school and
beyond. Imaan from 2BR summed it up perfectly, ‘I learned to
trust my friends and realised how much I needed them.’
Nick Thomas

SIR JOHN SOANE MUSEUM

NATIVE AMERICAN WORKSHOP

On Wednesday 9th May and Thursday 10th May the Prep 1s went
on a trip to the Sir John Soane’s Museum in Holborn. We were
split into three groups where we went on separate tours around
the entire museum. Unusually, on first impression, the building
looks like an ordinary Georgian house but once inside it takes on
a whole new dimension. The museum holds Ancient Greek,
Roman and Ancient Egyptian artefacts from all over the world.
Soane was an architect who loved collecting all these artefacts.
My personal favourites from Soane’s collections were his huge
Egyptian coffin, the revolving picture gallery with several hidden
doors and most of all, the amazingly artistic statue of Apollo! I
also loved the way in which he structured the light to point down
at different pictures or sculptures to create unusual effects, by
adding different light! This was all fascinating. Overall, I loved
seeing all of Sir John Soane’s extraordinary collection as it helped
us with our current study of Ancient Greece. Another fun fact is
that Soane designed the Bank of England in London. This was a
great trip and we thank all the teachers and parents who
accompanied us.

On Tuesday 1st May the Alphas had a Native American workshop
in the Prep Hall. The leader took us back in time to the 1470s. We
got into groups of five and acted out a bison hunt, with some
people on horses and others shooting bows and arrows at the
bison. The leader taught us how the Native Americans lived and
we got to experience life at that time. It was very different to
today and they made nearly everything from bison. They used
bison bladders as bowls and ate bison with spoons made from
their bones. They also had shoes made out of bison skin and fur.
Their tepees were constructed from bison skin, which luckily was
waterproof. They even used bison to help them communicate
with each other, by making shapes with smoke as signals! I
thought it was amazing how much they knew about the world
and how they learned to survive. The funniest thing was when we
had to make up our own Native American chants. Mine was
“Aooeeewah aooeeewah aooeeewah!” You had to be pretty
confident to chant that loudly in front of everyone. At the end of
the workshop we got
into groups of seven
and were told which
Native American tribe
we were. I was in the
Yuma tribe and our
tradition
was
storytelling. Because
we lived near the
Colorado River, our
stories were always
about catching fish. We had great fun making up those stories. It
was a brilliant workshop because it taught us so many interesting
things about Native Americans and it was really inspiring.

Luca Bennett 1SS

CAITLIN’S STARRING ROLE
Caitlin Hancock, from BCB, now has a claim to fame after
providing the vocals for the credits at the end of a recent
cinematic production. ‘The Morning and the Night’ was
recently shown at the Cannes Film Festival and Caitlin’s
beautiful, moving voice provides the backdrop for the closing
credits. The film was directed by Khong-Lo Pham and the music
composed by Caitlin’s uncle. The film, set in London in 1584,
tells the story of Giordano Bruno, a famous priest and
philosopher. It tells his controversial theories about the nature
of God and the universe. This was a fabulous way for Caitlin to
show off her talent for singing and she too, rightly so, has her
name included in the closing credits!
Sarah Strong

TRIP TO KING’S ELY
On Friday 4th May the Wind Band and some pupils from the
senior school went to The King’s School, Ely. We took part in a
workshop and then played in a concert led by three of the music
staff from this prestigious school. We played three pieces: ‘Pirates
of the Caribbean’; music from ‘Carmen’ and a piece called ‘Pedal
Pusher’, which was fast and great fun. The music was challenging,
but with a lot of rehearsals throughout the day, we think that the
concert was a success. It was good practice for our trumpet lips!
Some parents from Bancroft’s came to watch the concert and
they agreed that it was very professional. We had a lovely lunch
in the impressive Monastic Barn which was a beautiful setting.
Everyone had a great time and we hope that we will have another
opportunity to perform there in the future. Thank you to Mr
Baum for giving us this opportunity.
Theo Jayaraj 1SS / Joe Matthews and William Jamieson 1TP
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HOUSE ART
The inaugural House Art ‘Mystical Creatures’ competition
celebrated the children’s creativity, imagination and design skills
in a competition that saw some great entries throughout the
school. From 2-D drawings to 3-D sculptures, the standard was
very high and the judges had a tough time choosing winners.
Imaan Hussain 2BR for the Upper Phase and Ella Baldwin AAK for
the Lower Phase were the eventual winners, but congratulations
go to all who entered.
David Archer

SCIENCE WEEK
The school was a forum of
discovery and wonder
during Science Week! It
was like ‘Bubbleworks’ in
the back playground as the
Alphas created bubbles of
different sizes and thought
about how they could
move them around. They
also carried out an
experiment using tins and
ramps to see if the height
of a ramp affects the
distance the tin of food
travels.
On
another
afternoon they placed
flowers in dye and
watched them gradually
change
colour.
Neal
commented, ‘I have loved
seeing the flowers change colour with red dye! It is
amazing!’ They also investigated static energy and how to propel
a balloon across a room! Beatrice said, ‘I enjoyed Science Week
because I love doing a variety of different experiments.’
After a great start on Monday,
when the Beta corridor was
filled with famous and less wellknown scientists – from several
Einsteins to the backroom men
and women at NASA - the Betas
became forensic detectives
during Science Week, as the
children took their own
fingerprints using ink pads and
blew them up on balloons to
examine them more closely. We discovered that there are several
distinct types of tiny ridges, whorls and valley patterns on the tip
of each finger, and the first mission was to ascertain which
category each print fell into – arches were most common in BKY,
followed by loops or a combination of the two types. The children
were amazed to find that even identical twins have different
patterns. We then took a purposeful stroll into the adjoining
forest to examine invertebrates in their natural habitat. The
children had to help them out by creating their own nests and
‘bug hotels’ in the hopes of luring in some of the small creatures
we found along the way. This
venture was allied to our current
topic: Living things and their
habitats. Our final question this
week was, ‘how many drops of
water can you fit on a 1p piece?
The answer is 36 thanks to
surface tension! The verdict? The
Betas gave the week a unanimous thumbs up and are already
asking when the next one is.

Fizzy fountains, sensational
sweet patterns, Paramour’s
parachutes and dancing
raisins are just a few on the
many scientific experiments
we have been conducting in
Prep 1. The children have
loved propelling handmade
boats with washing up liquid
and most of all making bath
bombs.
This is not to mention the
exciting arrival of Alan
Partridge! The week started
with a bang, ended with a
fizz with lots of whoops and
wows in between. It’s been
fantastic! Check out the
@BancroftsPrep
Twitter
feed for more details and
photographs of our amazing
exploits and discoveries.

In science week Prep 2 have been enjoying lots of practical
science activities. We made vortex cannons with Mr Pearson
that could shoot ‘air
bullets’ and smoke rings
across the room. We used
the Bunsen burners in the
lab to investigate the
melting point of ice and
used the power of fizzy
tablets and water to
launch mini rockets in the
playground. One even
ended up on the roof! In
2CP we also explored
hydrophobic materials, and
managed to waterproof
Arnav before throwing a
cup of water at him. It was
a bit messy, but lots of fun!

ROUNDERS

IAPS SWIMMING QUALIFIER

This term has seen some tremendous fielding and batting from
our girls in the Betas, Prep 1 and Prep 2. Each team remained
unbeaten in the first six matches of the term and lots of fun was
had too. Caitlin Hancock, Ayushi Shah and Yashi Purohit have
been in flying form, consistently catching or stumping out their
opposition, and Yashi has been fantastic hitting the ball into the
deep field to secure rounder after rounder. Prep 1 and Prep 2
played some wonderful rounders against our neighbours St
Aubyn’s and once again we saw some tremendous fielding from
Rumaysa Ahmed and Lakshmi Kumar, whilst Safa Alli was on fire
with her hitting. We look forward to our final fixtures of the
summer term against Gatehouse.
Kelly McNelis

On Monday 5th March a squad of 20 Prep 1 and 2 boys and girls
went to Bishop’s Stortford College for the IAPS qualifying rounds.
I think we could all say we were really nervous! There are many
qualifying rounds held around the country and the top 20 fastest
swimmers for each age group and stroke, qualify for the National
Finals. They time you individually so your team mate may get in
and you might not. I came second in my backstroke heat, but was
lucky to still qualify for the finals with a time of 19.88 seconds for
25m. Despite being the only one in the squad who qualified this
year, we all swam amazingly well and put in a fantastic amount of
effort. On the day we were all really excited about being there on
those starting blocks. Many thanks to Mrs Cheshire and Mrs
Ablitt for their training and advice.
Finlay Jones 1LE

THE ROAD TO WIMBLEDON
We have seen some fantastic performances on the tennis
court recently from our Prep 2 pupils including Suna Shakir,
Lorena Sara, Alex Hancock and Nathan Adeyemo-Dakoh. Both
Suna and Lorena took park in the recent ‘Road to Wimbledon’
Tournament with 24 Senior School pupils from the Thirds to
the L4ths hosted by Ms Wainwright. This was an U14
tournament with the eventual winners going through to the
County Finals and an opportunity to play at Wimbledon.
Considering the age of both of our Prep 2 girls in comparison
to their competitors, they performed brilliantly with Suna
coming in 9th place and Lorena 14th. Nathan and Alex have
been busy on the courts too representing the Senior School in
the recent U13 matches against St. Paul’s and New Hall.
Feedback from Ms Wainwright was extremely positive with
some fantastic performances for both boys in their singles and
doubles matches. Well done to everyone involved and a
special thanks to Ms Wainwright for providing this opportunity
for our pupils.
Kelly McNelis

CRICKET
The sun has come out to play and the Bancroft’s students
are ready and raring to go with their willow or plastic bats
for another great season of cricket. It has been great to see
the enthusiasm from the girls, some of whom are taking up
the sport for the first time, in Games sessions and also after
school practice. We look forward to their first fixture
against St Aubyn’s School. In the boys matches we have hit
the track running with some very impressive victories in the
first few matches and what is most pleasing is the boys are
taking on board the feedback and then implementing them
in the next game. Still many fixtures to play and also the
annual Bancroft’s 6-a-side Cricket Festival on the 6th June.
David Archer

SKI TRIP 2018
Bright and early on Saturday 31st March, while most of our pupils
were enjoying a relaxing start to their Easter holiday, 39
Bancroft’s Prep pupils and 5 teachers headed to Heathrow to
begin our journey to Passo Tonale. The children struggled to
contain their excitement levels as we headed up the mountain
road to Tonale and the snow began falling. We woke the next
morning to glorious sunshine and fresh powder on the slopes,
which set the scene for the rest of the trip. With half the students
new to skiing, not to mention Mr Hall, Miss Alchin and Mrs Clark
who had not skied before, having soft powder to land on whilst
they got to grips with their snowploughs and turns was very
welcome. Mrs Clark particularly liked testing how soft the snow
was and Mr Hall turned out to be a natural at skiing backwards
down the mountain. We are not altogether sure we believe him
when he said he did it on purpose... We had some amazing ski
instructors on the trip and everyone made fabulous progress with
their skiing. The staff were particularly impressed with how
organised the children were this year getting ready for their ski
lessons and how quickly they learnt how to keep their rooms tidy
when they learnt that chocolate was on offer! Highlights of the
week for the children were skiing on the Presena Glacier, skiing
down to the husky dogs, going to the snow park, racing, snow
tubing, night skiing and hot chocolates in the mountain cafes. Of
course, we had plenty of fun off the slopes too with movie nights,
a disco, a trip to a pizzeria and quiz and game nights. By the time
we arrived back at school the following Saturday, the children
were exhausted (the teachers too!), but brimming with stories to
tell their parents.
Post skiing blues hit
some of the children
hard, but looking
back at all the photos
and watching the ski
videos on the VLE is
sure to help everyone
cope until next year’s
trip!
Laura Ellery

